Fly My Sky Golden Ticket Promotion Terms and Conditions
Prize:
12 Months of FREE flights between Auckland & Great Barrier Island.
Entry:
Limited to one entry per person, per leg flown. Each person can have one guess per leg flown on a
Fly My Sky scheduled flight between Auckland and Great Barrier Island.
Draw:
The winner shall be the first person to correctly guess the four-digit pin code on one of the golden
ticket lockboxes at the Fly My Sky Auckland or Claris check-in desks.
Competition Terms and Conditions:
The “Golden Ticket” prize (herein referred to as “The Prize”) shall be subject to the following terms
and conditions and fair use policy:
1. Entry into the competition is deemed acceptance of these terms and conditions. Entries not
completed in accordance with these terms and conditions are deemed ineligible for The
Prize.
2. Entry into the competition is open to all Fly My Sky customers/passengers, except for
employees and their immediate family of Fly My Sky, prize partners and all associated
agencies.
3. The competition shall begin on September 9th 2019 and end on September 30th 2019 at
11:59pm. All entries received prior to the commencement and after the completion of the
competition times shall be deemed ineligible.
4. Entries into the competition shall only be from valid, paying, Fly My Sky customers flying
either way between Auckland and Great Barrier Island who travel between 9th and 30th
September 2019.
5. The winner shall be the first person to correctly guess the four-digit pin code on one of the
Golden Ticket lockboxes at the Auckland or Claris check-in, and retrieve the Golden Ticket.
6. The Prize can be used to redeem a “Seat + Carry On”, “Seat + 20KG” or “Up & Away Flexible”
fare class, at the winner’s choosing, when booking a flight.
7. All flights booked using The Prize must be done via a phone call with Fly My Sky staff, a
minimum of 24 hours prior to departure.
8. The Prize cannot be used to book flights on a public holiday.
9. Flights booked using The Prize, must be in the same name of the person who won The Prize.
10. The Prize is not redeemable for cash or any other form of payment.
11. The Prize is not transferable.
12. The Prize does not entitle the Winner to any additional fare upgrades, freight allowance, or
baggage allowance.
13. Any additional luggage or freight beyond that of the standard fare terms and conditions,
must be paid for by The Winner, at the Fly My Sky prescribed rate.

14. The Prize is valid for a period of 12 months (365 days) from the day of the Winner winning
the prize and the Winner completing the Winner’s Agreement, which will be supplied upon
the prize being claimed.
15. The Winner’s Agreement must be completed by the Winner before they can redeem The
Prize.
16. Any person found to be in breach of these terms and conditions may be disqualified from
the competition, at any time, at the sole discretion of Fly My Sky.
17. By accepting The Prize, the winner consents to Fly My Sky using his/her details and
photographs for promotional and media publicity purposes.
18. Should the Winner be found to be in breach of these terms, conditions and fair use policy,
their Prize may be cancelled at any time, at the sole discretion of Fly My Sky.
19. The Prize winner takes The Prize entirely at his/her own risk and indemnifies Fly My Sky and
any of its affiliated or associated agencies in any claim for any accident injury, property
damage or loss of life that may occur in connection with the prize.
20. All entries become the property of the Promoter.
21. The Promoter is Fly My Sky; Regional Airline Section Auckland Airport.

Fair Use Policy:
A fair use policy applies to the Golden Ticket (“The Prize”) as follows:
1. The Winner may use the Golden Ticket to redeem a maximum of 4 individual flights per 7day period.

